
Condom use in 
Southern Africa
Leveraging emotion to 
drive change



UNAIDS, 2010
 26% in Swaziland, 
 24% in Lesotho 
 25% in Botswana and 
 18% in South Africa

Lack of condom use remains one of the factors driving the epidemic. 
Against this backdrop PSI commissioned qualitative research to 
understand how to address this.

Background to the study
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2010: Increasing HIV infection rates, Southern Africa the highest rates in the world.
:



Emotion is central to understand the drivers of behaviour

The NeedScope approach uses validated projective tools to 
access the emotive drivers of behaviour

May 2011

Male and female 18-34 years, condom users

Fifteen 2-hour qualitative triads (groups of 3 people) 
 7: South Africa,
 3: Botswana,
 2: Swaziland 
 3: Lesotho

Beyond functional needs
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Qualitative research to uncover category drivers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We used a qualitative approach designed to access emotive needs, which direct questions are unable to do.The use of collges is a ‘projective’ technique. It allows people to talk about their own perceptions and needs, but does this by talking about ‘others’. Avoids rational barriers to talking about real needs and motivations.The NeedScope collges have been developed and validated to represent different needs.



What are the real drivers?
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Emotion drives consumer decision-making

System 1: Fast brain 
 Intuitive
 Emotive

System 2: Slow brain
 Rational
 Conscious 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We understand how the brain makes choices and how central emotion is to that. We make thousands of decisions every day, each one dependent on our needs at that moment and in that context. System 1, the fast, frugal brain, drives most of these decisions. through emotion and intuition. System 2 consciously rationalises system 1 decisions, but is slow and resource-intensive. Most of the time our brains rely on the fast and emotional System 1. 



Brands operating only at the functional level fail to connect emotively
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FUNCTIONAL NEEDS
Price, format, taste, features, service etc.

IDENTITY NEEDS
Peer group, social status, lifestyle, social purpose 

EMOTIVE NEEDS
Feeling and personality aspiration

SYMBOLOGY
Brand personality – fun loving, serious etc.

SOCIAL VALUES
Older, female, family, free trade etc.

PRODUCT FEATURES
Premium, sweet, compact, easy to use etc.

Product features

Functional needs

Social values

Identity needs

CONSUMER NEEDS

BRAND IMAGE

Emotive needs

Symbology

How does the brand MAKE ME FEEL?
System 1

What does the brand SAY ABOUT ME?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have applied brand marketing thinking to social change challenges. In both cases we need to understand all layers of needs, starting with emotion.Emotion is at the heart – emotive needs the driving force behind brand choice but consumers are rarely conscious of them. They are satisfied by the symbology of the brand, which encompasses the feelings it generates and the personality it projects. This layer is critical to building irresistible brands – this is where the brand connects with the fast brain. The next layer is social identity needs – these exist because we’re social animals and we need to identify ourselves with groups in our society, to affirm where we fit in. A brand satisfies these needs with its social values, which are communicated by the sort of people used in communications, where you buy the brand, the price, who uses it and even the brand’s social purpose or responsibility. Finally the functional needs, which consumers are conscious of – these are satisfied by product delivery. They also provide the rationalisation our system 2 slow brain needs. 



Emotive needs

Functional needs

Identity needs

Emotive needs

Strong brands connect consistently at all three layers
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Rationality

Sociology

Psychology
EXPRESSIVE GRATIFICATION

FUNCTIONAL NEEDS
Permission to enjoy the moment,  easy, convenient

IDENTITY NEEDS
Youthful, active lifestyle, trendy

EMOTIVE NEEDS
Feeling of freedom, fun, enjoyment
Appear fun-loving, good company, spontaneous

How does it make me feelHow does it make me appear

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another way to think of these layers is the consumer’s rationality on the outside, then their sociology and finally at the core their psychology. What makes a strong brand  is that it connects at all 3 layers, satisfying functional, social and emotive needs. Also with strong brands, there is absolute consistency across the layers – the product features and the social image reflect and support the emotive image of the brand. This is also referred to as ladderingThese need to be actively managed – but the starting point is understanding the driving force - emotion.



Two key dimensions underlie the NeedScope 
model

Six core emotive needs that are instinctual and 
shared universally, expressed as archetypes

The NeedScope framework: mapping emotion
Based on two universal dimensions in psychology that underlie all human behaviour
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Its not enough to have the tools to access emotion. We also need to understand what it means.We use the NeedScope framework – a model based on universal needs, and these translate into 6 core archetypes, Successful brands capture these emotions by through various archetypal expressions, which are recognised at an intuitive level.



Modern archetypes
Successful brands connect with archetypes

Focused
Competent
Controlled

Bold
Dynamic

Independent

Fun-loving
Carefree

Spontaneous

Careful
Caring

Sensitive

Self-assured
Assertive
Forthright

Affiliative
Approachable

Friendly

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A clear brand purpose characterises successful brands



Barriers to using condoms
 Detracts from enjoyment and spontaneity
 Male obstinance
 Limited role of women in the decision

“It takes time, by the time you open it, the intimacy level drops.” 
“The guys will say they forgot the condoms.” 
“There is no need to ask them (the partner), I am the man.” 

What we discovered
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Campaigns focussing on safety and protection have failed to connect. From a younger person’s perspective, their behaviour is driven by needs relating to sex itself. We need to understand the drivers of sexual behaviour. Condoms are seen to have a negative impact on the sexual experience.There are also cultural stigmas against females being seen to buy and make decisions about condom use, and also the male emphasis on their own control of the situation..



Free, government supplied Good, reliable, but little emotive appeal or differentiation

Government condom on a date? No thanks
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Functional messages around protection and safety fail to connect

I see my girlfriend often. I would go broke if I bought 
the other brands.

This would reduce my status, and even if the 
government were to re-brand, I would rather buy one.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Choice – the free government supplied condom. Seen as unsafe, unreliable and bad qualityThe only reason for usage is that they are free and easily available in times of needPSI had 2 brands: Lover’s Plus and Trust – trusted, affordable, but little real differentiation at a functional level, and low emotive connection. Competing as generics.



Four needstates
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High energy sexual activity
Lower concern

Low energy sexual activity
Higher concern

Affiliative
Shared experience

Assertive
Sense of self

 Powerful
 Bold
 Impulsive

 In control
 Successful
 Sophisticated

 Loving
 Gentle
 Caring

 Exuberant
 Uninhibited
 Fun

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The needs based framework has been translated into a model of needs relating to sexual behaviour. We identified 4 core needs. Remember, emotive needs are about how you want to feel, but also how you want to appear to others.Conquering: Sex is a sense of power, impulsiveness, a need that can’t be deniedComposed: Where sex is more about coming across as experienced, in control, knowing what you are doing. Also a sense of sophistication and class.Intimate: For these people, sex is about making love – selfless, respectful, and caringPlayful: Here sex is about play, spontaneous and unpredictable, .



The brand landscape
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using the needs framework, we can map where the brands were positioned against these needs.As you can see, the government supplied ‘Choice’ has no emotive positioning at all. The other client brands – Lover’s Plus and Trust, sit in the same space. 



Differentiate with emotion
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since this work, the two PSI brands have been made more appealing by injecting more emotion. They have also been more clearly differentiated, by moving Lovers Plus into a Playful position. Trust – still positioned as a caring brand for couples, but with more emotive appeal.  You may be familiar with ‘true colours’ campaign.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s some material that is consistent with this Playful positioning. This is a newspaper article announcing that in South Africa a new tax will be introduced. It will be based on the frequency and duration of sexual activity, and invited South Africans to make submissions on the proposal.The date of the article was, of course, April 1st.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, suspect you will agree that this campaign clearly taps into a sense of fun. No messages at all about safety and protection.https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TybzDoOrtN0






Public health campaigns aimed at changing behavior have always been challenging. 

Around the world behaviours relating to such things as road safety, alcohol, domestic violence, as well as safe 
sexual practices, have been very difficult to change. 

This is because the real drivers of these behaviours are emotionally based, and messages appealing to 
rationality and reason alone, have simply not worked. 

By using an approach that by-passes the rational response we have shown we can get to the emotion behind 
these behaviours, and inform strategies that can begin to have real and sustainable impact.
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